
TRUSTS 
1 – EXPRESS TRUSTS      
 
1) Express trusts: certainty of intention, subject and object; distinguish from other relationships  

a. Bailment, Charge, etc.  
b. Condition: may co-exist with a trust; a condition precedent prevents title from divesting until the condition is 

fulfilled; a condition subsequent will allow the title to be passed however if the condition is not fulfilled then 
title will divest: Re Gardiner 

c. Equitable personal obligation: may co-exist alongside a trust, title might not divest: Gill v Gill   
̶ Re Gardiner: money to be paid to brother – if not fulfilled, title divests  
̶ Gill v Gill: living place to be provided to sister – if not fulfilled, actionable as equitable personal obligation  
̶ Countess of Bective: four constructions – gift and mere moral obligation (not mandatory) OR condition (title 

divests) OR equitable personal obligation OR equitable charge   
2) Certainty of intention: the objective intention extracted from the words the party used and words must not be 

precatory: Brynes v Kendle 
Ø Brynes: home held in husband’s name but wife claims equitable title. Surrounding circumstances include 

the past arrangements between the parties; evidence of subjective intention not admissible 
b. Wording: the use of the word ‘trust’ is not mandatory but must be imperative and certain (not precatory)  

̶ ‘in full confidence’ – mere moral not legal obligation (insufficient): Re Adams & Kensington  
̶  ‘trust’ – not mandatory but indicates trust: Associated Alloys 
Ø Trust was found despite three oddities: trust property was not segregated (not fatal in face of clear 

intention); the trust was a dollar amount not a percentage; the trust amount fluctuated (affected 
performance not existence of trust)  

c. Commentary: same test as contractual construction; English case Joliffe where subjective intention was the test 
was rejected.  

3) Certainty of subject: must be definite, clear and certain  
a. Tangible goods: subject must be segregated, otherwise it will fail: Re Goldcorp  

Ø gold bars, whilst homogenous or fungible were not segregated so trust necessarily failed 
Ø London Wine: trust property must be segregated from non-trust property for the trust to be valid  
̶ Exception: otherwise it must be a single trust over all the goods with multiple beneficiaries  
Ø T/1234 rather than T1, T/2, T/3 etc.  
Ø Eg. Re London Wine Co: individual customers contracted to purchase equal amounts each  

b. Intangible goods: proportions are sufficient [otherwise: interpret as a trust over the whole] 
̶ Shares: appropriation not necessary because of nature of good – rights attach not to individual shares but 

bulk (UTS ice Campbell, White v Shorthall) 
Ø Hunt v Moss (UK): appropriation of shares not necessary as one unit indistinguishable from another (case 

not followed in Australia) (oral declaration of self as trustee for P for 50 shares)  
Ø White v Shorthall (NSW): found trust over entirety of 1.5m shares with trustees having power to elect 

which 222,000 shares out of entire shareholding were being held for the claimant 
̶ Physical coins:  

c. General: ‘bulk’, ‘rest’, ‘some’, ‘most’ insufficient: Palmer v Simmonds  
̶ Cf. ‘Reasonable’ income: proportion left to the discretion of the trustee will be valid so long as there is 

objective criteria against which the court can assess: Re Golay 
Ø Re Golay: “enjoy one of my flats and to receive a reasonable income from my other properties” – 

executors could choose which flat she was to enjoy and courts would be able to assess reasonableness  
4) Certainty of object:  

a. Fixed trusts: list certainty must be satisfied  
b. Discretionary trust: criterion certainty must be satisfied; knowledge as to whether a prospective object is or is 

not within the prospective description of the class: McPhail v Doulton (case extended criterion test from mere 
powers to trust powers)  
̶ The any postulant test – the criterion is sufficiently certain such that you could tell if any random person is 

in the class: Re Baden’s Trusts (No 2)  



̶ All members (Stamp LJ), substantial amount (Magaw LJ), words are conceptually certain (Sacts J) 
̶ Re Baden’s: ‘dependent’ could be determined by the court and ‘relatives’ could be constrained to next of 

kin (Stamps LJ)   
c. Semantic certainty: eg ‘my old friends’ too uncertain: Re Gulbenkian 

5) Beneficiary principle: a trust without beneficiaries available to enforce the trust are invalid, subject to certain 
exceptions and charitable trust: Morice v Bishop of Durham 

Ø Morice: money left on trust for ‘such objects of benevolence and liberality as the Bishop of Durham in 
his own discretion shall most approve of’ – trust unenforceable because not trust for charitable 
purposes  

a. Charitable purposes trusts: are an exception because they can be enforced by the public AG  
̶ NOT ‘benevolence and liberty’ as not exclusive charitable (Bishop of Durham)  
̶ [see Topic 10]  

b. Unincorporated  non-charitable organisations: do not have a separate legal personality to that of its members 
so violates the beneficiary principle.  
̶ Prima facie assumption that the gift is for the members behind the unincorporated associations (only 

possible if the members could hold gift jointly and sever their share ie. Wind up the club at any time): Bacon 
v Piata  

̶ IF NOT then for present and future members (offends law of perpetuities); OR for purpose of trust (may fail 
is non-charitable)  

Ø Bacon v Piata: ‘Communist Party for its sole use and benefit’ -  form of gift (“its”), memberhip was 
substantial and fluctuating, inability for members to wind up the Party nd distribute its assets  

̶ Three constructions: 
a) Trust for immediate members behind unincorporated associations (NOT outward looking) 
Ø Likely to fail because done would have just gifted it to the individual members   
b) Intended to benefit the past and future members of the club as an augmentation of funds (NO – law of 

perpetuities)  
c)  Fund the purpose of the club (YES – so long as club is exclusively charitable)  
Ø Individual nuns not fitting the charitable purpose may be severed from the associated class: Leahy v AG 

NSW 
̶ Issue arises because such are not legal entities so cannot hold property in their own names and be 

beneficiaries  
̶ Statute: disposition to a non-charitable unincorporated associations may take place as an augmentation of 

general funds: s43 Succession Act 2006 (NSW) 
Ø Does not apply to intervivos transfers (disposition must be under a will)  
Ø Commentary: s43 implicitly accepts Neville (UK) and does not solve issue of how the funds are actually 

held  
c. Imperfect obligation: concessions for human frailty  

̶ Monuments or graves: Musset v Bingle and Re Cooper  
̶ Money for the upkeep of pets: Pettingal – upkeep for my favorite black mare  
̶ Saying of private masses: Bourne v Keen  

d. Trusts for legal beneficiaries but with motives: construe as being for a certain persons: Re Osobo  
e. Trusts which are for the direct or indirect benefit of identifiable individuals 

̶ Trusts which are for the direct or indirect benefit of identifiable individuals: Re Denleys Trust (UK case) 
Ø Re Denley (UK): trust for maintanence of sports ground for the benefit of its employees and any others 

that the trustess may allow to use  
̶ Courts reasoned they would be able to control and effectively supervise the trust and B have locus standi 

to sue  
̶ NB: this is not good law in Australia; has not been followed (and query if Leahy’s makes it even less likely 

that it will)  
f. Quisclose trust:  

 
 


